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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Objective: Familial GUCY2C diarrhoea syndrome (FGDS) is caused by an activating mutation in the
GUCY2C gene encoding the receptor guanylate cyclase C in enterocytes. Activation leads to increased
secretion of fluid into the intestinal lumen. Twenty percent of the patients have increased risk of
Crohn’s disease and intestinal obstruction (CD, 20%) and the condition resembles irritable bowel syndrome with diarrhoea. We aimed to describe fluid content, contractility, peristaltic activity and bowel
wall thickness in the intestine in fasting FGDS patients, using ultrasound, with healthy volunteers serving as controls.
Methods: Twenty-three patients with FGDS and 22 healthy controls (HC) were examined with a Logiq
E9 scanner in a fasting state. Bowel wall thickness was measured and fluid-filled small bowel loops
were counted using three-dimensional (3D) magnetic positioning navigation. The HC ingested 500 ml
PEG solution, an electrolyte balanced, non-absorbable solution, in order to investigate the contractions
of the small bowel.
Results: The fasting 23 FGDS patients had significantly higher number of fluid-filled small bowel segments compared to 22 fasting HC, p < 0.001. A high number of non-occlusive contractions in the ileum
was observed, which was significant when compared to HC after ingesting PEG solution, p < 0.016. An
increase in intestinal wall thickness or other signs of CD were not observed.
Conclusions: FGDS is characterised by multiple, fluid-filled small bowel loops with incomplete contractions and fluid stagnation in fasting state. These findings may play a role in the increased risk of bowel
obstruction as well as IBS-like symptoms observed in these patients.
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Introduction
Familial GUCY2C diarrhoea syndrome (FGDS) is a rare inherited disorder that shares clinical characteristics with diarrhoea
predominant irritable bowel syndrome (IBS-D) but also implies
an increased risk of Crohn’s disease (CD) (20%) and intestinal
obstruction (20%) resulting from volvulus, adhesional bands
and/or ileal inflammation.[1] Upon hospitalisation, dilatation
of the small intestine has been observed in FGDS patients.
Despite the relatively mild nature of the diarrhoea that affects
these patients, there is a considerable risk of severe dehydration and electrolyte disturbances, particularly in the newborn
period.[1]
FGDS is caused by an activating mutation in the GUCY2C
gene encoding the guanylate cyclase C receptor (GC-C)[1]
and it is allelic to a more severe disease, secretory sodium
diarrhoea.[2] In the latter, the patients present with grossly
dilated, fluid-filled intestines even before birth. Activation of
the GC-C receptor increases cellular levels of cyclic guanosine
monophosphate (cGMP). Downstream, this activates cystic
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fibrosis transmembrane regulator (CFTR), with resulting secretion of chloride and hence sodium and water to the intestinal
lumen. GC-C signalling also has implications for renal electrolyte homeostasis,[3] intestinal cell proliferation, apoptosis,
intestinal barrier function and inflammation.[4,5] GC-C is
mainly expressed in the small intestine and colon and is activated by bacterial heat-stable enterotoxins, the endogenous
ligands guanylin and uroguanylin and the drug linaclotide,
recently introduced as therapy for IBS with constipation.[6]
Symptoms such as meteorism, diarrhoea and episodes of
bowel obstruction suggest intestinal dysmotility in the FGDS
patient group.
Small bowel motility in fasting subjects is a cyclic event
characterised by three phases that occur in repeated cycles
induced by the migrating motor complexes (MMC). During
phase 1, almost no contractions occur. During phase 2, there
is an increased activity and sporadic contractions, and during
phase 3, there are continuous contractions, some which
propagate through the length of the small intestine. The peristaltic activity is induced by the MMC sweeping through small
Department of Clinical Medicine, University of Bergen, Jonas Lies vei 65, 5021
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bowel in cycles lasting from 100 to 230 min and the long
observation needed makes it difficult to study.[7]
Ultrasound is a highly versatile clinical tool for examining
the gut as it is low cost, causes little discomfort, is real-time
and non-invasive and does not affect bowel physiology.[8,9]
It has particularly been used in the investigation of Crohn’s
disease by measuring the bowel wall thickness, assessing
extent of disease and detecting complications such as fistulas,
stenosis or abscesses.[10–12] Ultrasound can also be used for
real-time motility examinations in the diagnosis of functional
gastric disorders.[13,14] In the small bowel, this might be a
difficult task, due to the different phases of the MMC and
lack of a gold standard procedure.[15] However, the real-time
capabilities of ultrasonography make the contractility of the
intestinal wall readily available for observation. Particularly,
ultrasound can be used to observe aspects of contractions,
including subtle movements that are not detected by methods relying on pressure differences.[13]
In this study, the main focus was to examine the
bowel of the patients with the genetic disorder, FGDS,
previously described by our group.[1] We hypothesised
that increased intraluminal fluid content of the small
bowel and dysmotility are typical findings in these patients
with a chronic activated GC-C. Accordingly, we aimed to
study small bowel distention, intestinal fluid load, peristaltic activity and bowel wall thickness by using transabdominal ultrasonography.

Materials and methods
Patients and controls
Twenty-three FGDS patients, 14 females and 9 males, median
47 years (range 19–75) participated in the study. Previously,
six of 23 had been diagnosed with small bowel obstruction.
Nine of 23 had been hospitalised due to dehydration with
electrolyte derangements. Five of the patients had been diagnosed with CD, and two of them needed surgical treatment.
At the time of investigation, all of the patients with CD were
in clinical remission, and none of them received active treatment for this diagnosis.
In a pilot examination of four FGDS patients, we frequently
observed non-occlusive contractions in fluid-filled bowel
loops. We then included 22 healthy controls from our hospital
staff, 10 females and 12 males, median age 45 years (30–75)
to study the small bowel contractions more in detail. In fasting healthy subjects, occlusive and non-occlusive contractions
in the small bowel may be difficult to differentiate due to collapsed small bowel or poor contrast between the bowel wall
and the luminal content.[16] After ingestion of a polyethylene-glycol (PEG) solution, an electrolyte balanced, nonabsorbable solution (LaxabonV, BioPhausiaAB, Stockholm,
macrogol 3350 59 g, sodium sulphate 5.69 g, sodium hydrogen carbonate 1.71 g, sodium chloride 1.44 g, potassium
chloride 0.75 g, silica.colloid 6 mg) distending the bowel
lumen, we were able to observe the bowel wall contractions
in detail and to count occlusive and non-occlusive contractions in healthy subjects for reference. The FGDS patients did
not ingest PEG solution as this was considered unethical due
R

to their present abdominal discomfort with diarrhoea and
large amount of intraluminal fluid.
Informed consent was obtained from all participants and the
study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical
Research Ethics, Haukeland University Hospital, 2014/2222, and
performed in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.

Ultrasound examination
The ultrasound examinations were performed using a Logic E9
ultrasound scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI), and using
a convex probe C1-5 (2.8–5 MHz) for abdominal overview. For
detailed examination of the intestinal wall and lumen, a linear
probe 9L (8.4–9 MHz) was used. All patients fasted >8 h prior
to the examination. Then, the bowel wall thickness was measured in the anterior wall of the bowel from the echo layer corresponding to the proper muscle to the echo layer
corresponding to the mucosa.[17] Measurements were
obtained from the following locations: jejunum, ileum and
ascending, transverse, descending, sigmoid colon and rectum.
Ileal diameter was measured in the FGDS patients 1 cm proximal from ileocecal valve including the echo layer corresponding to the proper muscle in the anterior and posterior wall
segment. The content of the colon was observed in the
ascending, transverse, descending colon, sigmoid and in rectum. A colon segment was defined as empty when there was
little or no luminal content observed in the segment.
Previous authors have investigated fluid content in the
small bowel using ultrasound by an approximate visual
assessment categorising patients with normal fluid contents
from patients with excessive amounts of fluid [18,19] or by
using a 3D method such as magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI).[20] Visual assessment of fluid content is subjective,
while MRI is cumbersome and costly compared to transabdominal ultrasound. To enable a fast and simple, semiquantification of intraluminal fluid content in the small bowel using a
2D ultrasound method, the number of fluid-filled small bowel
segments was counted. A fluid-filled small bowel segment
was defined as a small bowel loop with hypoechoic content
between two folds. A commercially available magnetometerbased position and orientation measurement (POM) device
on the US scanner was used to enable precise registration of
the number of fluid-filled small bowel loops. The accuracy
and precision of this 3D system have been validated both in
vitro and in vivo in previous studies [21–23] and is used to
track the ultrasound transducer in a magnetic field. This
enabled the investigators to map observations accurately, as
illustrated in Figure 1.
In the fluid-filled bowel segments, the peristaltic movements were examined with the bowel segment oriented in
the longitudinal direction. The contractions were categorised
as occlusive or non-occlusive. A contraction was defined as
an indentation of the bowel wall into the lumen not due to
respiration, pulsation transmitted from the aorta or heart or
movements of adjacent bowel, and considered occlusive
when the lumen was not visible between the anterior and
posterior wall. During a non-occlusive contraction, the lumen
was clearly visualised, with only small indication of a
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Figure 1. Multiple fluid-filled ileal loops are shown in the hypogastric region in a patient with familial GUCY2C diarrhoea syndrome. The magnetic positioning
navigation system on the Logiq E9 was used to facilitate the counting of these loops. The green points represent points set close to the ultrasound plane in
the image, while the red and blue boxes represent points set outside the current plane. The further away from the imaging plane the point is set the larger
the box area becomes.

were counted in a jejunal loop in the upper left quadrant
and in an ileal loop in the lower right quadrant when the
fluid was clearly visible, typically 20–60 min after intake of
the solution.

Statistical analysis

Figure 2. Fluid-filled ileal small bowel loop with a non-occlusive contraction
(white arrow), as typically observed in familial GUCY2C diarrhoea syndrome.

contraction very often seen as thickening of the proper
muscle layer and small finger-like protrusions of the wall into
the intestinal lumen (Figure 2 and Video 3).
The patients and the healthy volunteers were examined
for >1 h. In areas where peristalsis occurred, one minute cine
loops recordings were made. We recorded from fluid-filled
jejunal loops in the upper left quadrant and ileal loops in
the lower right quadrant, when possible. In these areas, the
bowel movements could be observed in greater detail due
to the clear contrast between bowel wall and the fluid-filled
lumen. The presence of small bowel segments with turbulent
intraluminal and back and forth flow of content and nonocclusive contractions with no propulsive movement was
defined as ‘snowglobe’ phenomenon. Decision was made by
consensus between the two observers. After >8-h fasting,
the healthy controls ingested 500 ml PEG over a 10-min
period, and the occlusive and non-occlusive contractions

Continuous variables were analysed using Student’s t-test for
parametric and Mann–Whitney’s U-test for non-parametric
variables. p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results are reported with median and range. Interobserver
agreement was assessed for 10 randomly selected subjects
from the FGDS patients and 10 from the healthy control
group using Research Randomiser Programme (Geoffrey C.
Urbaniak in 1997, http://www.randomiser.org). The examinations were performed blinded on images recorded on a
standardised set up aiming to estimate the observer variation.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated. Limits of
agreement using the difference between observations versus
mean value of the two observations were calculated according to Bland and Altman.[24] For interobserver analyses, the
frequency of ileal occlusive and non-occlusive contractions
was assessed by two different observers (HLvV and KN).
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 22.0 Software
(Chicago, IL).

Results
Examinations of the first four FGDS patients revealed the presence of non-occlusive, ineffective contractions in the small
intestine, which could only be recognised in the fluid-filled
bowel segments. Thus, after examining these first four patients,
the registrations of peristaltic movements and occlusions of
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the small bowel contractions were obtained and counted in
the areas with fluid-filled bowel loops in the remaining 19
FGDS patients included in the study. Of these 19, proper regis-

trations of contractions (occlusive/non-occlusive) were obtained
in 15 patients. The remaining four FGDS patients had not
enough fluid in the small bowel lumen to obtain accurate
counting. In one patient, the obtained recordings of the colon
content were inconclusive.

Fluid-filled loops and small bowel contractions
The fasting 23 FGDS patients had significantly higher number
of fluid-filled small bowel segments (median 9, 1–28)
compared to 22 fasting healthy controls (1.5, 0–7), p< 0.001
(Figure 3). These were observed in both jejunum and ileum.
The fasting FGDS patients had a significantly higher number of
non-occlusive contractions compared to the healthy controls
who had ingested PEG, p ¼ 0.016 in the ileum (Figure 4(A)).
Notably, the number of non-occlusive contractions in jejunum
was low in both groups, p ¼ 0.162, as displayed in Figure 4(C).
For occlusive contractions, the situation was opposite, i.e.,
there were a significantly lower number of occlusive contractions both in the jejunum and ileum of the FGDS patients compared to healthy controls ingesting PEG (Figure 4(B,D)).
Figure 3. Boxplot showing the number of fluid-filled small bowel loops in familial GUCY2C diarrhoea syndrome (FGDS) patients and healthy volunteers using
ultrasound and positioning navigation system. The median is shown within the
box; the box represents the 25 and 75 percentiles and the whiskers 10 and 90
percentiles. The outlier represented as a circle is greater than 1.5 the interquartile
range. p Value from the Mann–Whitney U-test is shown for the comparison.

Tubulent flow – snowglobe phenomenon
All except one of the FGDS patients with fluid-filled ileum
had turbulent back and forth flow of ileal content, resembling

Figure 4. Boxplots comparing ileal (A, B) and jejunal (C, D) non-occlusive and occlusive contractions per minute in 15 patients with familial GUCY2C diarrhoea syndrome (FGDS) and 22 healthy volunteers after drinking PEG. The median is shown within the box; the box represents the 25 and 75 percentiles and the whiskers 10
and 90 percentiles. The outliers represented as circles are greater than 1.5 the interquartile range, the outlier shown as asterisk is three times greater than the interquartile range. p values from the Mann–Whitney U-test are shown for each comparison.
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we found that the average difference between observers was
not different from 0; for non-occlusive and occlusive ileal contractions, p ¼ 0.299 and p ¼ 0.304, respectively. Linear regression analyses rejected a linear association between difference
and mean between observers for counting non-occlusive
(p ¼ 0.079) and occlusive (p ¼ 0.234) ileal contractions.

Discussion

Figure 5. The small bowel is filled with fluid (black) and air bobbles (small white
spots), and the content is moving back and forth with non-propulsive movements and non-occlusive contractions mimicking a ‘snowglobe’. This phenomenon observed on ultrasonography is a typical finding in ileum segments of
patients with familial GUCY2C diarrhoea syndrome.

a ‘snowglobe’ (Figure 5 and Videos 1 and 2). In jejunum, only
16 of the FGDS patients had fluid-filled bowel lumen, but in
half of these, we could observe the ‘snowglobe’ phenomenon. This phenomenon was not seen in any of the 22
healthy controls, neither before nor after ingesting PEG.

Wall thickness in small and large bowel and diameter of
ileum
In the FGDS patients, the wall thickness in jejunum was
1.0 mm (0.7–1.6), ileum 1.3 mm (0.1–3.5), ascending colon
1.0 mm (0.7–1.4), transverse colon 1.0 mm (0.1–2.3), descending colon 1.4 mm (0.8–2.9), sigmoid 1.0 mm (0.1–2.2) and rectum 1.8 mm (0.1–2.2). The median diameter of ileum in the
FGDS patients was 1.0 cm (0.34–2.45), which suggests that the
FGDS patients do not have chronically distended distal ileum,
although it frequently is fluid filled.

Other motility findings
In one of the female patients, we observed an asymptomatic
jejunal invagination in real time which disappeared spontaneously during the examination. In 9/22 of the FGDS patients
(fasting condition), motility with contractions was observed in
different parts of the colon, particularly in the ascending
colon. This was not observed in any of the healthy volunteers.
In the FGDS patients, empty colonic lumen was found in 2/22
patients in the ascending colon, 3/22 in the transverse colon,
6/22 in the descending colon, 9/22 in the sigmoid and 8/22
in the rectum.

Interobserver agreement
The results of the interobserver analyses for ileal occlusive
and non-occlusive contractions are displayed as correlation
and Bland–Altmann plots (Figure 6). For a number of occlusive ileal contractions the mean difference was 0.5 with limits
of agreement from 3.6 to 4.6, and for the non-occlusive
contractions the mean difference was 0.5 with limits of
agreement from 4.8 to 3.8. Using a single variable t-test,

The main findings in this study were fluid overload and ineffective contractions in the small bowel in patients affected by
FGDS. Almost all patients had multiple fluid-filled small bowel
loops after more than 8-h fasting with a high number of nonocclusive contractions suggesting motility disturbances.
Furthermore, 18 patients exhibited back and forth flow of
content with non-propulsive movements and non-occlusive
contractions in the terminal ileum, referred by us as ‘snowglobe’ phenomenon (Figure 5 and Videos 1 and 2). This may
also point to severe disturbances of bowel motility. In the
healthy fasting volunteers, the number of fluid-filled bowel
loops was low and even after drinking PEG non-occlusive
contractions were rare in healthy controls, shown in Figures 3
and 4. The snowglobe phenomenon was not observed in
any of the healthy volunteers neither before nor after ingesting PEG.
Our findings indicate that impaired contractility of the
small bowel is important for several of the symptoms in
patients with FGDS. Fasting fluid in the small bowel is not a
specific finding for FGDS as there are several other conditions
of the GI tract where this can be detected, such as in
untreated coeliac disease,[19] small bowel obstruction [25]
and in other congenital diarrheal disorders (CDD)[26]. In coeliac disease and in the early stages of small bowel obstruction,
dilatation and hyperperistalsis of the fluid-filled small bowel
loops are common.[25] Hollerweger et al. (2015) used ultrasound to describe increased peristalsis with alternating propulsive and retrograde movements proximal for an intestinal
blockade, which was followed by a fatigue phase. In parts of
the bowel in the FGDS patients, the content showed turbulent back and forth movements, with similarities to the peristalsis seen when an obstruction is present.[25] In contrast to
the situation with obstruction, these fluid-filled small bowel
segments in FGDS patients were not dilated, and they displayed largely non-occlusive contractions or no contractions
at all. The observed back and forth movement of the intraluminal content without occlusive contractions seen in our
FGDS patients may be due to contractions and propulsive
movements in more proximal segments of the small bowel,
or due to passive movement from the outside.
The increased fluid content and non-occlusive contractions
in the small intestine of the FGDS patients in habitual state
may give some ideas as to why these patients have an
increased risk of bowel obstruction. Ten of the 32 patients
needed surgery at least one time for this condition.[1]
Despite the large fluid compartments in the ileum in fasting
FGDS patients, none had dilated intestines at the time of
investigation. When they have suffered bowel obstructions,
the dilatation of ileum has frequently been massive, with
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Figure 6. Scatter plots and Bland–Altman plots with limits of agreement depicting bias and error between observer 1 and observer 2 for detection of ileal occlusive
(A, C) and non-occlusive (B, D) contractions in patients with familial GUCY2C diarrhoea syndrome.

huge fluid losses.[1] Interestingly, upon hospitalisation with
exacerbation of diarrhoea and dehydration (n ¼ 15), dilatation
of the small intestine could also be observed.[1] More severe
activating mutations in GUCY2C cause congenital sodium diarrhoea.[2] In this condition, dilatation and large fluid accumulation of the intestine can be observed already in utero, and
newborns have a huge abdomen due to the fluid-filled intestines.[2] Presumably, at some point, an increased secretion of
chloride and water combined with inefficient contractility
may cause dilation of the intestine. Our data show that ineffective contractions in the small bowel are present in the fasting FGDS patients without dilatation. The mechanisms behind
this type of dysmotility are not known, but could be due to
the previously reported increased cellular formation of cGMP
[1] in these patients. cGMP may be transported out of the
intestinal epithelial cell [27,28] affecting sensory afferent
nerves [29] and exerting a relaxing effect in smooth

muscle.[30] In situations with stress, such as acute E. coli
infection (with ST potently targeting the GC-C receptor) or
intestinal obstruction, an increased fluid secretion and
reduced muscle tone may enter a vicious circle.
Many symptoms of the FGDS patients, such as bloating,
meteorism and diarrhoea,[1] resemble those seen in IBS-D
patients.[31] Nine of the 32 patients also (erroneously)
received a diagnosis of IBS in the past, and five others fulfilled the Rome II criteria for IBS. Motility disturbances have
been proposed as part of the disease mechanism in IBSD.[32] A recent study using MRI showed that IBS-D patients
responded with increased fluid content in the distal parts of
the small intestine after ingestion of lactulose.[33] The authors
suggested that the motor activity in the small bowel or in the
ileocecal segment may be impaired in IBS-D patients. This is
supported by other studies reporting small bowel dysmotility
in IBS-D.[32,34,35] Real-time investigation of the intestinal
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contractility pattern and fluid content by ultrasound may
shed further light on any dysmotility present in this common
patient group.
It is well known from literature that patients with CD have
increased wall thickness of affected bowel loops.[36,37] In
FGDS patient population, 20% have previously been diagnosed with CD. However, in this study, we found similar values of bowel wall thickness compared to a cohort of 122
healthy volunteers.[17] Furthermore, we could not observe
any stenosis/strictures or fistulas/abscesses indicating the
presence of CD. Nevertheless, these results do not rule out
the presence of low-grade inflammation that may not be
detectable by conventional imaging.
This study has limitations as the FGDS patients were in a
fasting state and the healthy 22 volunteers ingested 500 ml
PEG solution, which in itself may have influenced type and
number of contractions. The main reason to administer a
PEG solution was to enhance visualisation of the small
bowel lumen enabling counting the non-occlusive contractions in a healthy population. As the FGDS patients have
large amount of fluid in their small bowel and dysmotility
with ‘snowglobe’ and non-occlusive contractions, an intake
of 500 ml PEG solution would probably increase their diarrhoea and discomfort.
The interobserver analyses from the ileal segments regarding occlusive and non-occlusive contractions showed acceptable agreement, although there could be a trend towards
greater disagreement in patients with frequent contractions.
Furthermore, as the physiology of the small bowel motility is
very complex, a longer observation period may have provided
additional information on intestinal motility. The lack of generally accepted golden standards for the study of intestinal
motility warrants further studies with other modalities such as
cine-MRI or wireless motility capsule.

Conclusion
This study showed that an activating GUCY2C mutation
causes fluid overload and stagnation in the small bowel in
fasting state and disturbed intestinal contractility mainly
located in the distal parts of the ileum. Although the cellular
mechanisms for these observations are not known; they are
probably important for symptom generation and the
increased risk of bowel obstruction in FGDS patients.
Furthermore, FGDS and IBS-D have phenotypic similarities,
and further studies of dysmotility and fluid homeostasis in
the smaller intestine in both conditions are warranted.
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